
TouchCAD
3D design solutions for the

fabrics industry.

  TouchCAD offers a wide range of tools,  from 3D 
freeform shaping to integrated material unfolding and 
production preparation, ready to cut files in commonly 
used file formats, and material / price / production cost 
estimates, all in a single package. 

  Applications
TouchCAD is used in a wide range of applications, such as tents, 

awnings, inflatable objects, airships, blimps, physical 3D images for 

3D advertising, sails, boat covers, upholstery, exhibition and event 

design, architecture, furniture, art and design. 

  3D modeling
TouchCAD provides advanced freeform modeling tools with a very 

high degree of shape control, using high precision cross sectioning 

features in combination with extensive parametric settings for the 

shapes.

  Material and costs estimates
The integrated database spreasheet provides data such as areas, edge 

lenths, weights, center of gravity for technical and cost esimates. 

  Presentation images and animations.
TouchCAD generates presentation images and animations to 

promote sales. 

  Flat patterns, production  
Any 3D shape can be unfolded. Each panel has it’s own set of 

unfolding properties, dynamically linked to the 3D model. Changes 

made in 3D can instantly be seen in the Unfold view, to allow 

efficient use of material. Unfolded panels can be moved, rotated and 

flipped in the Unfold view without loosing the dynamic link to the 

3D shape, to generate ready to cut layouts using the built in nesting 

area. The unfolding features include many parametric features such 

as strip resolution, direction, individual overlaps for each panel and 

panel side, automatic panel and point numbering, alignment marks, 

stretch unfold calculations, automatic coordinate measurements, etc. 

  Physical 3D images
TouchCAD can apply high resolution images to complex 3D shapes, 

and automatically generate unfolded images. When assembled, the 

unfolded panels form a physical 3D shape, such as on the airship in 

the picture. 
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Inflated 3D billboard elements by Posterprops Ltd. London, U.K.   

Graphics on sails by Sailprint, Copenhagen, Denmark 57 x 57 x 27 meter event tent, used for touring with the Cats musical in Australia.
Produced by Baytex Manufacturing, New Zealand.  

Inflatable event tent, 49.2 x 25.3 x 9.6 meters, with a floor area of just under 1000 
square meters. About 3910 square meters of material, distributed over 987 flat 
unfolded panels. AS Montages Efimeros, Barcelona, Spain. 

9,36 x 6,37 x 7,32 meter entry tunnel for a German hockey team. 493 square 
meters of material, distributed over 212 flat panels. Production by Evolution 
GmbH in Stockach, Germany. 

8.5 meter long RIB boat design by Mats Ohlsson, Höllviken, Sweden. It was not 
just the inflated tubes that was designed in TouchCAD, it was the entire boat.  

TouchCAD can also be used for upholstery, canvas tops, etc on boats and cars. 

48 meter long airship, used for promoting the Despicable Me 2 movie in the 
United States. The image was unfolded into 1680 vinyl patches, each being about 
one square meter. 798 Megapixels where used. Team Production, Gosport, U.K.


